SPORTS SPEED DISPLAY
The Unipar Sports Speed
Display has been developed
specifically by Unipar for sporting &
promotional applications.
With over 25 years in field of sports
speed detection the system uses
our latest speed detection software
capable of registering anything
from a football to a racing car.
The speeds are displayed on
270mm ultra-bright LED numerals
down to tenths of a MPH/KPH.
Housed in a slim impact resistant
polycarbonate housing the
numerals are clearly seen even on
the brightest day. Should the
weather take a turn for the worst
no need to worry, the unit is
waterproof.
Supplied with its own carry case
complete with stand and
rechargeable power pack the unit
will give at least 10 hours
continuous operation between
charges.
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Setting up takes only minutes and once
in place will continue to work
completely automatically. Now
featuring a handy ‘clip anywhere’ radar
head allowing remote positioning away
from the main display if desired.
Used widely by football clubs for
promotional events and sports
development for junior and senior
players alike. The system is also fast
becoming popular with Rugby clubs
where accuracy and speed of pass is
essential.
The displays have also been widely
used for corporate companies such as
Coca Cola, Sky Sports the BBC and even
used by the Guinness Book of Records
to verify speed related record attempts.

The radar antenna can either be conveniently
mounted along with the sign on the tripod provided
or remote from the sign using our handy ‘clip
anywhere’ fixing system.

The sign at only
3cms thick fits
into the bespoke
carry case along
with its
accessories.

SPECIFICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION:
Polycarbonate
POWER: 12volt rechargeable power Pack
WIDTH:
660mm
HEIGHT:
360mm
DEPTH:
30mm (excluding brackets)
WEIGHT:
3KG (excluding battery)
ACCURACY:
+/- 0.1 MPH/KPH
SPEED RANGE:
10 to 250 MPH/KPH
FREQUENCY (UK): X-Band 10.587 Ghz
BEAM WIDTH: 18 x 36 degrees nominal
DUTY CYCLE:
>10 Hours
RECHARGE TIME:
<6 Hours
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